RE-ESTABLISHMENT  OF  THE  EMPIRE
attempted to regulate military service according to the number
of mansi, while the councils ordered that every church should be
given a 'whole manse.'
The tenants are referred to, some as colonus, and others as serous
(serf). The mansi, also, were of two kinds: the larger ones were
known as ingenuiles (belonging to a free man), the other us semlss.
On the estates of Saint-Germain the free coloni were far more
numerous than the serfs; out of a total of 2,788 mam, only 325
families of serfs can be counted; or, to take the individual inhabi-
tants, 8,643 were free, and 1,126 serfs. We do not know, however,
whether this proportion was usual or exceptional. The dues
payable by tenants were almost all paid in kind: corn, cattle,
fowls, eggs, etc., in addition to forced labour (carvte) specified as
so many working days devoted to reaping, mowing, storing crops,
repairing buildings, carting goods, etc.
The information supplied by this register about the tenants of
some fifteen estates, which have become villages in the neigh-
bourhood of Paris, has served as a basis for calculating thu density
of the population inhabiting the area of these villages, This has
been estimated at between thirty-four and thirty-eight inhabitants
per square kilometre, at least, for it is doubtful whether very
young children were noted on the register, the total giving an
average of less than two children per family, which is scarcely
probable at that period. This density of population Is almost
equal to that of the rural population of these villages at the present
day. But a single document does not justify us in concluding that
the country districts of France were as thickly populated then as
they are now. It does, however, show a system of organization
into great domains, parcelled out into units held by an hereditary
tenure, and proves that as early as the ninth century the 'domanial1
regime (corresponding to the manorial system in England, with
the exception of certain local peculiarities of the latter), which was
to become one of the foundations of the feudal system was already
fixed.
Artisans are hardly mentioned in the documents, Almost all
of them - carpenters, metal-workers, armourers, weavers, saddlers,
shoemakers, bakers, and butchers - were, like the peasants, men
of inferior status, or even serfs, in the service of the great land-
owner, who supported them and made them work for his benefit;
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